A new model for simulating 3-d crystal growth and its application to the study of antifreeze proteins.
A novel computational technique for modeling crystal formation has been developed that combines three-dimensional (3-D) molecular representation and detailed energetics calculations of molecular mechanics techniques with the less-sophisticated probabilistic approach used by statistical techniques to study systems containing millions of molecules undergoing billions of interactions. Because our model incorporates both the structure of and the interaction energies between participating molecules, it enables the 3-D shape and surface properties of these molecules to directly affect crystal formation. This increase in model complexity has been achieved while simultaneously increasing the number of molecules in simulations by several orders of magnitude over previous statistical models. We have applied this technique to study the inhibitory effects of antifreeze proteins (AFPs) on ice-crystal formation. Modeling involving both fish and insect AFPs has produced results consistent with experimental observations, including the replication of ice-etching patterns, ice-growth inhibition, and specific AFP-induced ice morphologies. Our work suggests that the degree of AFP activity results more from AFP ice-binding orientation than from AFP ice-binding strength. This technique could readily be adapted to study other crystal and crystal inhibitor systems, or to study other noncrystal systems that exhibit regularity in the structuring of their component molecules, such as those associated with the new nanotechnologies.